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 Introduction  

    Welcome to  Learning Swift Programming . This book will launch you into the world of iOS program-
ming using the exciting new Swift programming language. This book covers the Swift programming 
language from start to finish, in a quick but complete way.  

 This introduction covers:  

    ■   Who should read this book   

   ■   Why you should read this book   

   ■   What you will be able to achieve using this book   

   ■   What Swift is and why it is awesome   

   ■   How this book is organized   

   ■   Where to find the code examples    

 Ready?   

     Who Should Read This Book  
 This book is for those who already have one or many programming languages under their belt. 
You may be able to get through this book with Swift as your first language, but you’ll find it 
easier if you can relate it to other languages. If you have experience with iOS programming 
with Objective-C, then you should really be able to take to Swift quickly. This book often 
relates Swift concepts to those of other popular programming languages, including JavaScript, 
Python, Ruby, C, and Objective-C.   
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2  Introduction

  Why You Should Read This Book  
 This book will teach you all aspects of Swift programming so you can start writing high-
quality apps as quickly as possible. However, it is not an exhaustive reference; it is a complete 
yet easy-to-digest initiation into Swift. This book will make you a better developer; because 
Swift is a mixture of many different languages you are bound to learn new concepts here. Swift 
is very robust on its own and at the same time it allows you to mix in Objective-C.  

 If you are reading this book, you’’ve probably heard people talking about Swift’s amazing 
features. You’’ve heard about its advanced design, how fast it runs, and how much easier your 
development will be. This book shows you all those features of the Swift language, as well as 
some very exciting discoveries I’ve made with it. You will be part of a revolution, as you will be 
one of the first Swift programmers in the world. Swift has been around only a couple months, 
but expect it to be around for a very long time. Now is the perfect time to  jump right in. This 
book will get you fully immersed and provide everything you need to get up and running as 
quickly as possible.   

  What You Will Learn from This Book  
 Reading this book will make you an official Swift programmer and allow you to write real-world, 
production-quality apps. You’ll write apps that take advantage of the most advanced features of 
Swift, so you’ll be writing refined, clean code. After reading this book, you’ll be able to create 
any app you want in Swift. Here are just a few things you will learn while reading this book:  

    ■   How to combine existing Objective-C code into new Swift applications   

   ■   How to use advanced features like generics to write less code   

   ■   How to create optionals as a quicker way to make sure your code doesn’t crash at runtime 
due to nonexistent values   

   ■   How to write closures to pass around little blocks of functionality, which can be written 
in as little as four characters   

   ■   How to create a 2D side-scrolling game using SpriteKit   

   ■   How to create a 3D game using SceneKit   

   ■   How to read bits and bytes so you can do things like read a PDF     

  What Is Swift?  
 Swift is a new programming language from Apple that replaces and also works alongside 
languages like C and Objective-C. The idea with Swift is to make it easier to write apps for iOS 
with a language that is fresh and new. The Swift language relates to many other languages. It is 
also so customizable that you can write Swift in many different ways. For example, Swift allows 
you to define what square brackets do; instead of always using them for array and dictionary 
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3Enjoy the Ride

access, you can technically make them do whatever you want. Swift allows you to define your 
own  operators and override existing ones. If you want to make a new triple incrementor (such 
as  +++ ) that increments twice instead of once, then you can do that. Plus, you can create 
custom operators to work with your custom classes, which means you’ll write less code and 
therefore make your life easier. For example, if you were to write a program about automobiles, 
you could define what would happen if you were to add two cars instances to each other. 
Normally you can only add numbers to each other, but in Swift you can override the + opera-
tor to do  whatever you want.  

 Swift is well structured and completely compatible with Objective-C. All the libraries available in 
Objective-C are also available in Swift. Swift allows you to create bridges that connect languages.   

  How This Book Is Organized  
 This book is divided into 12 chapters, which cover the language itself and walk you through 
creating a few apps:  

    ■    Chapters   1   –   4    cover basic language syntax, including variables, constants, arrays, 
dictionaries, functions, classes, enums, and structs. These are the basic building blocks of 
the Swift language.   

   ■    Chapter   5    takes a break from the language syntax and helps you create a basic game of 
tic-tac-toe.   

   ■    Chapters   6   –   9    cover more advanced language features, including closures, subscripts, 
advanced operators, protocols and extensions, generics, and programming on the bit and 
byte levels.   

   ■    Chapters   10   –   12    show you how to create real-world apps using the knowledge you’ve 
gained from previous chapters.     

  Enjoy the Ride  
 My goal was to make this book fun to read, and I had a lot of fun writing it. I want to show 
you how exciting learning a new language can be.  

 When a new language comes out, often not a whole lot of knowledge is out there about it. This 
book aims to give you direct access to knowledge that is hard to find, and it is an easy-to-read 
version of a lot of knowledge that is hard to read. Searching online for answers can be difficult 
as Swift evolves and we all are still figuring out Swift together. There are, of course, bugs in the 
language, and I’m sure there will continue to be bugs. I wrote this book while Swift was still 
in beta (and constantly changing) and finished  it up as Swift became version 1.0. Swift will 
continue to change and improve the more people use it and report bugs as time goes on. This 
book has been tested against the latest version of Swift (as of this writing), but that doesn’t 
mean that Swift won’t change. I hope you enjoy learning to use Swift.    
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 3 

 Making Things Happen: 
Functions  

    This chapter discusses functions. You will find that Swift functions are based on the best implementa-
tions functions in other languages. Swift functions provide you with lots of flexibility to create param-
eters that are both “internal” and “external,” which jives well with Objective-C. Internal and external 
parameters allow you to have functions that are easy to read. You’ll be able to quickly read the name of 
a function and know exactly what it does. This is one excellent feature of Objective-C that has made its 
way into Swift.  

 A function itself can also be passed as a parameter of another function, also known as anonymous 
functions. This makes it easy to pass parameters around to different contexts. Functions can contain 
other functions; these are called  closures  and are discussed in  Chapter   6   , “Reusable Code: Closures.” 
Closures and functions go hand in hand.  

 A function groups commonly used code together so that it can be reused as many times as is needed. 
Say that you have a game in which a character jumps in the air, which is a super common function-
ality in a game. You would need to write the code to make the character jump. Jumping in games gets 
rather complicated, and you wouldn’t want to rewrite that code every time you wanted the character 
to jump; handling the jumping character that way would be messy and error prone. Instead, you could 
create a function to wrap all that jumping code  into a nice little package of goodness. Then, instead 
of writing all that code again, you could just use your  jump()  function. This is like using a real-life 
button press to make something work. That button connects to all the functionality contained within 
the component you’re activating. You don’t necessarily have to know how it works; you just know that 
pressing the button will make it work.  

 When you think about writing Swift code, you have to realize that there is a lot of functionality that 
just  works . You may never know how it was written or how many lines of code it took to write it. You 
just know that when you call it, it will work.  

 For example, calling  countElements  on the string  "Hi"  returns  2 , which is the number of characters 
in the string. You didn’t have to write that function. It came with Swift. With Swift, you can write your 
own functions and then forget how you made them work. Once you’ve written  jump() , you can call it 
to have your character jump.   
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40 Chapter 3 Making Things Happen: Functions

     Defining Functions  
 In Swift, a function is made up of three components: a name, parameters, and a return type. 
The syntax for this type of declaration is as follows:  

  func  functionName ( parameterName :  parameterType ) ->  returnType  {
    //code
  }   

 This syntax is very different from Objective-C method declarations. However, if you have ever 
used JavaScript, Python, C, or many other languages, then this syntax will be pretty familiar. 
You will find that while the structure of functions is different, there are parts that make it 
compatible with Objective-C.  

 Let’s look at some examples, starting with a function that takes no arguments and has no 
return values:  

  func sayHello() {
      println("Hello!")
  }   

 Here you write the keyword  func  and then name the function  sayHello . You use  ()  to house 
parameters, when you need them; for now you can leave these parentheses empty. You use 
curly brackets to contain the code that needs to run when the function is called. To call this 
function, you simply use its name followed by parentheses. You would call  sayHello  like this:  

  sayHello()   

 This is about as basic a function as you can create. You can go a step further and add an argu-
ment that allows the function to “say hello” to a specific person. To do that, you need to allow 
the function to take a single argument of type  String  that represents a name. That type of 
declaration might look like this:  

  func sayHello(name: String) {
    println("Hello, \(name)!")
  }   

 Now you’ve added a parameter to the function. That parameter is of type  String  and called 
 name .  

  Note 

 If you’re following along in your own playground, it isn’t necessary to overwrite your old imple-

mentation of  sayHello . The type inference in Swift allows you to differentiate between your 

different declarations of  sayHello  based on the arguments. This means that if you call this, 

Swift will infer that you are looking for  sayHello  with no arguments:  

  sayHello()
  // Hello!   
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41Defining Functions

 If, however, you add an argument of type  String  to the function call, like this, Swift will now 

infer that you’re looking for the implementation of  sayHello  that takes one argument of type 

 String :  

  sayHello("Skip")
  // Hello, Skip!   

 As long as the argument types, the return types, or both are different, declaring functions with 

the same name will not cause issues with the compiler. You can actually have multiple func-

tions with the same name sitting in the same file, so you shouldn’t erase your other functions.   

 Next, you’ll create another implementation of your  sayHello  function that says “hello” to 
someone a certain number of times. This will give you a chance to look at how to declare a 
function with multiple parameters:  

  func sayHello(name: String, numberOfTimes: Int) {
    for _ in 1...numberOfTimes {
      sayHello(name)
    }
  }   

 This function declaration can be read as “a function named  sayHello  that takes two arguments 
of type  String  and type  Int  with no return value.” The syntax is almost identical to that of 
the single argument function, just with an extra comma added to separate the arguments. You 
are even using the same name for the function. In fact, you are calling the first implementation 
of  sayHello  within the new declaration. Now, if you wanted to use this function, here’s how it 
would look:  

  sayHello("Skip", 5)
  //Hello Skip!
  //Hello Skip!
  //Hello Skip!
  //Hello Skip!
  //Hello Skip!   

 We’ll elaborate a bit more on how Swift differentiates between these declarations when we 
discuss function types later in the chapter in “Functions as Types,” but for now, we’re going to 
move on to adding a return type to the function implementations.  

 To add a return argument in the function declaration, you simply include the pointer arrow, 
 -> , followed by the return type.  

  Return Types  

 Next you’ll create a function that returns its sum, which will also be of return type  Int :  

  func sum(a: Int, b: Int) -> Int {
    return a + b
  }   
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42 Chapter 3 Making Things Happen: Functions

 This declaration can be read as “a function,  sum , that takes two arguments of type  Int  and has 
a return value of type  Int .” If you wanted to call the new function, it could look something 
like this:  

  let total = sum(14, 52)
  // total = 66   

 Returning a single value is just fine, but sometimes you want to return multiple values. In 
Objective-C, this problem is usually solved by creating an object class or by returning some sort 
of collection. These solutions would work in Swift as well, but there is a better way: You can 
return multiple arguments in Swift by using tuples, as described in the next section.   

  Multiple Return Values  

 Like Objective-C functions, Swift functions can return only one value. Unlike Objective-C, 
though, Swift lets you use tuples as values, which can be useful for packaging together multiple 
return values so that you can pass around multiple values as one value. Consider a situation 
where a function is required to return the sum of two numbers as well as the higher of the two. 
This means that you need the function to returns two values, both of type  Int  encapsulated in 
a tuple. Here’s what it looks like:  

  func sumAndCeiling(a: Int, b: Int) -> (Int, Int) {
      let ceiling = a > b ? a : b
      let sum = a + b
      return (sum, ceiling)
  }   

 You can declare multiple return values by encapsulating them in parentheses, separated by a 
comma. This is the syntax for a tuple. The preceding function can be read “a function named 
 sumAndCeiling  that takes two arguments of type  Int  and returns a tuple of type  (Int, 
Int) .” You can grab values from the returned tuple, from its indexes, like so:  

  let result = sumAndCeiling(4, 52)
  let sum = result.0
  let ceiling = result.1   

 This is a good way to return multiple values within one function, but using indexes to access 
values can be confusing. It’s also not very pretty, and it’s hard to remember which is which. 
Imagine if someone decided to change the order of the tuples without reading how they were 
used. It wouldn’t be very smart or very nice, and it would severely mess things up. It’s more 
helpful to name the values within a tuple.  

 Here’s how you can modify the  sumAndCeiling  function with named values within the tuple:  

  func sumAndCeiling(a: Int, b: Int) -> (sum: Int, ceiling: Int) {
      let ceiling = a > b ? a : b
      let sum = a + b
      return (sum, ceiling)
  }   
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43More on Parameters

 The syntax for a named tuple is almost identical to the syntax of a parameter. Adding named 
tuples is an easy way to create more readable code while dealing with fewer errors. Here’s a new 
implementation:  

  let result = sumAndCeiling(16, 103)
  let sum = result.sum
  // sum = 119
  // result.sum == result.0
  let ceiling = result.ceiling
  // ceiling = 103
  // result.ceiling == result.1   

  Note 

 In general, I prefer accessing tuples by name rather than by index because it is easier to read. 

This way you always know exactly what the function is returning.     

  More on Parameters  
 You already know how to use parameters in functions. As discussed in the following sections, 
Swift also provides the following:  

    ■   External parameter names   

   ■   Default parameter values   

   ■   Variadic parameters   

   ■   In-out parameters   

   ■   Functions as parameters    

  External Parameter Names  

 Usually you create a function with parameters and just pass them. However, external param-
eters must be written. Part of what makes Objective-C such a powerful language is its descrip-
tiveness. Swift engineers wanted to also include that descriptiveness, and this is why the 
language includes external parameter names. External parameters allow for extra clarity. The 
syntax for including external parameter names in a function looks like this:  

  func  someFunction ( externalName internalName :  parameterType ) ->  returnType  {
    // Code goes here
  }   

 The keyword  func  is followed by the name of the function. In the parameters of the function, 
there’s an extra name for the parameters. The whole parameter is an external name followed by 
an internal parameter followed by the parameter type. The return type of the function follows 
the function parameters, as usual.  
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 Here’s a function that takes the names of two people and introduces them to each other:  

  func introduce(nameOfPersonOne nameOne: String, nameOfPersonTwo nameTwo: String) {
      println("Hi \(nameOne), I'd like you to meet \(nameTwo).")
  }   

 Writing this function with external parameters makes it more readable. If someone saw a func-
tion called  introduce , it might not provide enough detail for the person to implement it. 
With a function called  introduce(nameOfPersonOne:,nameOfPersonTwo:) , you know for 
sure that you have a function that introduces two people to each other. You know that you 
are introducing person one to person two. By adding two external parameters to the function 
declaration, when you call the  introduce  function, the  nameOfPersonOne  and  nameOfPer-
sonTwo  parameters will appear in the call itself. This is what it looks like:  

  introduce(nameOfPersonOne: "John", nameOfPersonTwo: "Joe")
  // Hi John, I'd like you to meet Joe.   

 By including external parameters in functions, you remove the ambiguity from arguments, 
which helps a lot when sharing code.  

 You might want your external parameters and internal parameters to have the same name. It 
seems silly to repeat yourself, and Swift thought it was silly, too. By adding the pound sign ( # ) 
as a prefix to an internal parameter name, you are saying that you want to include an external 
parameter using the same name as the internal one. You could redeclare the  introduce  func-
tion with shared parameter names, like so:  

  func introduce(#nameOne: String, #nameTwo: String) {
       println("Hi \(nameOne), I'd like you to meet \(nameTwo).")
  }   

 This syntax makes it easy to include external parameters in functions without rewriting the 
internal parameters. If you wanted to call the  introduce  function, it would look like this:  

  introduce(nameOne: "Sara", nameTwo: "Jane")
  // Hi Sara, I'd like you to meet Jane.   

 These external parameters aren’t required, but they do make for much greater readability.   

  Default Parameter Values  

 Swift supports default parameters unlike in Objective-C where there is no concept of default 
parameter values. The following is an example of a function that adds punctuation to a 
sentence, where you declare a period to be the default punctuation:  

  func addPunctuation(#sentence: String, punctuation: String = ".") -> String {
      return sentence + punctuation
  }   

 If a parameter is declared with a default value, it will be made into an external parameter. If 
you’d like to override this functionality and not include an external parameter, you can insert 
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an underscore ( _ ) as your external variable. If you wanted a version of  addPunctuation  that 
had no external parameters, its declaration would look like this:  

  func addPunctuation(sentence: String, _ punctuation: String = ".") -> String {
      return sentence + punctuation
  }   

 Now you can remove the underscore from the parameters. Then you can call the function with 
or without the punctuation parameter, like this:  

  let completeSentence = addPunctuation(sentence: "Hello World")
  // completeSentence = Hello World.   

 You don’t declare any value for  punctuation . The default parameter will be used, and you can 
omit any mention of it in the function call.  

 What if you want to use an exclamation point? Just add it in the parameters, like so:  

  let excitedSentence = addPunctuation(sentence: "Hello World", punctuation: "!")
  // excitedSentence = Hello World!   

 Next you’re going to learn about another language feature that allows an unlimited number of 
arguments to be implemented. Let’s talk about variadic parameters.   

  Variadic Parameters  

  Variadic parameters  allow you to pass as many parameters into a function as your heart desires. 
If you have worked in Objective-C then you know that doing this in Objective-C requires a  nil  
terminator so that things don’t break. Swift does not require such strict rules. Swift makes it 
easy to implement unlimited parameters by using an ellipsis, which is three individual periods 
( ... ). You tell Swift what type you want to use, add an ellipsis, and you’re done.  

 The following function finds the average of a bunch of  int s:  

  func average(numbers: Int...) -> Int {
      var total = 0
      for n in numbers {
          total += n
      }
      return total / numbers.count
  }   

 It would be nice if you could pass in any number of  int s. The parameter is passed into the 
function as an array of  int s in this case. That would be  [Int] . Now you can use this array as 
needed. You can call the  average  function with any number of variables:  

  let averageOne = average(numbers: 15, 23)
  // averageOne = 19
  let averageTwo = average(numbers: 13, 14, 235, 52, 6)
  // averageTwo = 64
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  let averageThree = average(numbers: 123, 643, 8)
  // averageThree = 258   

 One small thing to note with variadic parameters: You may already have your array of  int s 
ready to pass to the function, but you cannot do this. You must pass multiple comma-separated 
parameters. If you wanted to pass an array of  int s to a function, you can write the function a 
little differently. For example, the following function will accept one parameter of type  [Int] . 
You can have multiple functions with the same name in Swift, so you can rewrite the function 
to have a second implementation that takes the array of  int s:  

  func average(numbers: [Int]) -> Int {
      var total = 0
      for n in numbers {
          total += n
      }
      return total / numbers.count
  }   

 Now you have a function that takes an array of  int s. You might have this function written 
exactly the same way twice in a row. That works but we are repeating ourselves. You could 
rewrite the first function to call the second function:  

  func average(numbers: Int...) -> Int {
      return average(numbers)
  }   

 Now you have a beautiful function that can take either an array of  int s or an unlimited 
comma-separated list of  int s. By using this method, you can provide multiple options to the 
user of whatever API you decide to make:  

  let arrayOfNumbers: [Int] = [3, 15, 4, 18]
  let averageOfArray = average(arrayOfNumbers)
  // averageOfArray = 10
  let averageOfVariadic = average(3, 15, 4, 18)
  // averageOfVariadic = 10    

  In-Out Parameters  

  In-out parameters  allow you to pass a variable from outside the scope of a function and modify 
it directly inside the scope of the function. You can take a reference  into  the function’s scope 
and send it back  out  again—hence the keyword  inout . The only syntactic difference between a 
normal function and a function with  inout  parameters is the addition of the  inout  keyword 
attached to any arguments you want to be  inout . Here’s an example:  

  func someFunction(inout inoutParameterName: InOutParameterType) -> ReturnType {
    // Your code goes here
  }   
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 Here’s a function that increments a given variable by a certain amount:  

  func incrementNumber(inout #number: Int, increment: Int = 1) {
      number += increment
  }   

 Now, when you call this function, you pass a reference instead of a value. You prefix the thing 
you want to pass in with an ampersand ( & ):  

  var totalPoints = 0
  incrementNumber(number: &totalPoints)
  // totalPoints = 1   

 In the preceding code, a  totalPoints  variable represents something like a player’s score. By 
declaring the parameter  increment  with a default value of  1 , you make it easy to quickly incre-
ment the score by 1, and you still have the option to increase by more points when necessary. 
By declaring the  number  parameter as  inout , you modify the specific reference without having 
to assign the result of the expression to the  totalPoints  variable.  

 Say that the user just did something worth 5 points. The function call might now look like this:  

  var totalPoints = 0
  incrementNumber(number: &totalPoints, increment: 5)
  // totalPoints = 5
  incrementNumber(number: &totalPoints)
  // totalPoints = 6    

  Functions as Types  

 In Swift, a function is a type. This means that it can be passed as arguments, stored in variables, 
and used in a variety of ways. Every function has an inherent type that is defined by its argu-
ments and its return type. The basic syntax for expressing a function type looks like this:  

   ( parameterTypes ) ->  ReturnType    

 This is a funky little syntax, but you can use it as you would use any other type in Swift, which 
makes passing around self-contained blocks of functionality easy.  

 Let’s next look at a basic function and then break down its type. This function is named 
 double  and takes an  int  named  num :  

  func double(num: Int) -> Int {
      return number * 2
  }   

 It also returns an  int . To express this function as its own type, you use the preceding syntax, 
like this:  

  (Int) -> Int   

 Here you add the parameter types in parentheses, and you add the return type after the arrow.  
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 You can use this type to assign a type to a variable:  

  var myFunc:(Int) -> Int = double   

 This is similar to declaring a regular variable of type  string , for example:  

  var myString:String = "Hey there buddy!"   

 You could easily make another function of the same type that has different functionality. Just 
as  double ’s functionality is to double a number, you can make a function called  triple  that 
will triple a number:  

  func triple(num:Int) -> Int {
      return number * 3
  }   

 The  double  and  triple  functions do different things, but their type is exactly the same. You 
can interchange these functions anywhere that accepts their type. Anyplace that accepts  (Int) 
-> Int  would accept both the  double  or  triple  functions. Here is a function that modifies an 
 int  based on the function you send it:  

  func modifyInt(#number: Int, #modifier:(Int) -> Int) -> Int {
      return modifier(number)
  }   

 While some languages just accept any old parameter, Swift is very specific about the functions 
it accepts as parameters.   

  Putting It All Together  

 Now it’s time to combine all the things you’ve learned so far about functions. You’ve learned 
that the pound sign means that the function has an external parameter named the same as its 
internal parameter. The parameter modifier takes a function as a type. That function must have 
a parameter that is an  int  and a return value of an  int . You have two functions that meet 
those criteria perfectly:  double  and  triple . If you are an Objective-C person, you are probably 
thinking about blocks right about now. In Objective-C, blocks allow you to pass around code 
similar to what you are  doing here. (Hold that thought until you get to  Chapter   6   .) For now 
you can pass in the  double  or  triple  function:  

  let doubledValue = modifyInt(number: 15, modifier: double)
  // doubledValue == 30
  let tripledValue = modifyInt(number: 15, modifier: triple)
  // tripledValue == 45   

  Note 

 This example is obviously completely hard coded, and your examples will be completely 

dynamic. For example, you would probably replace the number  30  with the current speed of the 

character when he hits the sonic speed button. For now, you can just settle for  30  and  45 .   
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  Listing   3.1    is an example of creating functions in Swift:  

  Listing 3.1   A Tiny Little Game  

 var map = [ [0,0,0,0,2,0,0,0,0,0],
              [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0],
              [0,1,0,0,0,0,0,0,1,0],
              [0,1,0,1,1,1,1,0,1,0],
              [3,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0,0]]
  
  var currentPoint = (0,4)
  func setCurrentPoint(){
      for (i,row) in enumerate(map){
          for (j,tile) in enumerate(row){
              if tile == 3 {
                  currentPoint = (i,j)
                  return
              }
          }
      }
  }
  
  setCurrentPoint()
  
  func moveForward() -> Bool {
      if currentPoint.1 - 1 < 0 {
          println("Off Stage")
          return false
      }
      if isWall((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1 - 1)) {
          println("Hit Wall")
          return false
      }
      currentPoint.1 -= 1
      if isWin((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1)){
          println("You Won!")
      }
      return true
  }
  
  func moveBack() -> Bool {
      if currentPoint.1 + 1 > map.count - 1 {
          println("Off Stage")
          return false
      }
      if isWall((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1 + 1)) {
          println("Hit Wall")
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          return false
      }
      currentPoint.1 += 1
       if isWin((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1)){
          println("You Won!")
      }
      return true
  }
  
  func moveLeft() -> Bool {
      if currentPoint.0 - 1 < 0 {
          return false
      }
      if isWall((currentPoint.0 - 1,currentPoint.1)) {
          println("Hit Wall")
          return false
      }
      currentPoint.0 -= 1
      if isWin((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1)){
          println("You Won!")
      }
      return true
  }
  
  func moveRight() -> Bool {
      if currentPoint.0 + 1 > map.count - 1 {
          println("Off Stage")
          return false
      }
      if isWall((currentPoint.0 + 1,currentPoint.1)) {
          println("Hit Wall")
          return false
      }
      currentPoint.0 += 1
      if isWin((currentPoint.0,currentPoint.1)){
          println("You Won!")
      }
      return true
  }
  
  func isWall(spot:(Int,Int)) -> Bool {
      if map[spot.0][spot.1] == 1 {
          return true
      }
      return false
  }
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  func isWin(spot:(Int,Int)) -> Bool {
      println(spot)
      println(map[spot.0][spot.1])
      if  map[spot.0][spot.1] == 2 {
          return true
      }
      return false
  }
  
  moveLeft()
  moveLeft()
  moveLeft()
  moveLeft()
  moveBack()
  moveBack()
  moveBack()
  moveBack()   

 This is a map game. This game allows the user to navigate through the map by using function 
calls. The goal is to find the secret present (the number 2). If the player combines the right 
moves in the  move  function, he or she can find the secret present. Your current status will read 
out in the console log.  

 Let’s step through this code:  

    ■   Line 1: You have a multidimensional array map, which is an array within an array.   

   ■   The function  setCurrentPoint  finds the 3, which is the starting point, and sets it as the 
current point.   

   ■   You have four directional functions that move the current point’s x or y position.   

   ■   In each of those functions you check whether you hit a wall using that  isWall  function.   

   ■   In each of those functions you also move the player’s actual position.   

   ■   After the position is moved you check whether you won the game by seeing whether you 
landed on a 2.   

   ■   You can call each function one by one and the console will trace out whether you won 
or not. It will not move if you are going to hit a wall. It will also not move if you are 
going to go off stage.       
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     Summary  
 This chapter just scratches the surface of using functions in Swift. You learned most of what 
there is to learn syntactically, but there is more to come with the possibilities of implementa-
tion. Now that you know all the different ways to use functions in Swift, it is now time to start 
experimenting and implementing. Functions are one of the puzzle pieces of object-oriented 
programming, but you need more pieces to complete the picture. Next you will learn how to 
turn functions into methods of a class, struct, and enum. You will learn the basic building 
blocks of structuring code.  When combined with classes, structs, and enums, functions become 
a part of that bigger object-oriented programming picture.    
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  raw values,   56 - 57  

  setting,   55   

   Equatable protocol,   134 ,  149   

   equatable structs,   121   

   events, handling,   77 - 78 ,  168   

   example program  

  for functions,   48 - 52  

  reading bits and bytes,   123 - 127  

  for Swift syntax,   36 - 37   

  example program  
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224224 exclamation points (!)

   exclamation points (!),   10 - 11   

   exclusive OR bitwise operator,   117 - 118   

   exporting DAE files,   185   

   extending classes,   167 - 168   

   external parameters,   43 - 44    

  F 

   fallthrough keyword,   22   

   file specifications, binary files,   113   

   files in SceneKit projects,   186 - 187   

   find function,   157   

   finding (in tic-tac-toe game example)  

  center tile,   88 - 89  

  corner/side tiles,   89  

  victory conditions,   83 - 85   

   Float type,   7 ,  12 - 14   

   floor (SceneKit game), adding,   193 - 194   

   flow control.     See  control flow  

   for-condition-increment loops,   15   

   for-in loops,   16 - 18   

   for loops  

  described,   14  

  for-condition-increment loops,   15  

  for-in loops,   16 - 18  

  iterating over arrays,   32  

  iterating over dictionaries,   34 - 35   

   func keyword,   40   

   functions  .   See also  closures; methods 

  declaring,   40 - 41  

  described,   39  

  example program,   48 - 52  

  generics in,   153 - 155  

  methods versus,   66  

  operators as,   93  

  parameters  

  default parameters,   44 - 45  

  external parameters,   43 - 44  

  in-out parameters,   46 - 47  

  variadic parameters,   45 - 46  

  where clause,   159 - 162  

  return values  

  tuples as,   12 ,  42 - 43  

  types,   41 - 42  

  void as,   95  

  as types,   47 - 48    

  G 

   game state, managing,   79 - 81   

   games.     See  platform game example 

(SpriteKit); SceneKit; tic-tac-toe 

game example  

   GameViewController.swift file,   186   

   generators, creating,   161 - 162   

   generics  

  custom types,   155 - 157  

  described,   153  

  in functions,   153 - 155  

  for protocols,   158 - 159  

  syntax,   95  

  where clause,   159 - 162   

   gestures, handling,   77 - 78 ,  198 - 200   

   get property  

  described,   131 - 133  

  protocols,   131  

  subscripts,   110   

   GIF file example, bits and bytes,   123 - 127    

  H 

   hero.     See  player  

   Hexadecimal type,   7   

   hexcodes,   167    
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  I 

   if/else statements,   19 - 21   

   image assets, importing in SpriteKit 

projects,   166   

   image-based textures,   184 - 185 ,  194   

   immutable arrays, creating,   30   

   implicitly unwrapping optionals,   11 ,  147   

   importing  

  assets,   72 - 73  

  in SceneKit projects,   188 - 189  

  in SpriteKit projects,   166  

  Objective-C files,   196 - 197   

   inclusive range operator,   16   

   increasing speed,   179   

   increments in loops,   15   

   indexof function,   157   

   inference,   6 - 8 ,  12 - 14   

   infinite loops, avoiding,   15   

   infix operators,   123   

   inheritance  

  described,   68 - 70  

  protocols,   140 - 141   

   init() function,   62   

   initialization  

  classes and structs,   62 - 64  

  inheritance and,   69 - 70  

  memberwise initializers,   60   

   inline closures,   96   

   inout keyword,   46   

   in-out parameters,   46 - 47   

   insert() function,   31   

   inserting  

  array elements,   31  

  dictionary keys,   34   

   instance methods,   66 - 67   

   Int type,   7  

  converting types,   12 - 14  

  as signed,   119  

  value overflow/underflow,   119 - 120   

   Int32 type,   7 ,  12 - 14   

   Int64 type,   7 ,  12 - 14   

   internal access modifier,   67   

   is keyword,   143 - 145   

   iterating  

  over arrays,   32  

  over dictionaries,   34 - 35    

  J 

   JavaScript, closures in,   94 - 95   

   jumping player (platform game example), 

  174 - 175    

  K 

   keys (dictionaries)  

  inserting,   34  

  iterating over,   34 - 35  

  removing,   34  

  testing for values,   35 - 36   

   keywords  

  @IBOutlet,   76  

  as?,   143 - 145  

  class,   62  

  fallthrough,   22  

  func,   40  

  inout,   46  

  is,   143 - 145  

  lazy,   104 ,  134  

  let,   30  

  operator,   122  

  override,   165  

  protocol,   129  

  keywords  
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226226   keywords  

  self,   61 - 62 ,  68  

  subscript,   110  

  super,   69  

  unowned,   102 - 104  

  var,   5 ,  30  

  weak,   102  

  where,   23    

  L 

   labeled statements,   24   

   labels, adding to UI (user interface),   73 - 74   

   Lattner, Chris,   5   

   lazy properties,   104 ,  134   

   left shift (<<) bitwise operator,   118 - 119   

   let keyword,   30   

   listings  

  Complete Example,   36  

  Tiny Little Game,   49   

   loading  

  data from URL,   217 - 218  

  scene view,   165  

  table view,   213 - 217   

   logical shifting,   119   

   looping through arrays,   161 - 162   

   loops  

  break statements,   23 - 24  

  continue statements,   24  

  do while loops,   18 - 19  

  for loops  

  described,   14  

  for-condition-increment loops,   15  

  for-in loops,   16 - 18  

  iterating over arrays,   32  

  iterating over dictionaries,   34 - 35  

  infinite loops, avoiding,   15  

  labeled statements,   24  

  while loops,   18 - 19    

  M 

   Main.storyboard file,   186 ,  203   

   managing game state,   79 - 81   

   material properties,   189 - 191   

   members (enums),   54  

  associated values,   55 - 56  

  raw values,   56 - 57  

  setting,   55   

   memberwise initializers,   60   

   memory  

  Automatic Reference Counting (ARC), 
  99 - 100  

  strong reference cycle  

  in closures,   104 - 106  

  permanent references,   100 - 101  

  unowned keyword,   102 - 104  

  weak keyword,   102   

   methods  .   See also  functions 

  defining in structs,   59 - 60  

  described,   53  

  functions versus,   66  

  inheritance,   68 - 70  

  instance methods,   66 - 67  

  mutating  

  in protocols,   136  

  in structs,   61 - 62  

  optional chaining  

  described,   147 - 148  

  multiple chaining,   148 - 149  

  property access modifiers,   67  

  in protocols,   135 - 136  

  self keyword,   68  

  type methods,   67 - 68   

   Model-View-Controller (MVC),   72   

   moving  

  obstacles (platform game example),   171  
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  player  

  in platform game example 
(SpriteKit),   173  

  in SceneKit projects,   198 - 200   

   multidimensional arrays,   32 - 33 ,  111 - 113   

   multiple constants, declaring,   56   

   multiple optional chaining,   148 - 149   

   multiple protocols, composition,   141 - 143   

   multiple return values of functions,   42 - 43   

   multiply property,   191   

   mutable arrays, creating,   30   

   mutating methods  

  in protocols,   136  

  in structs,   61 - 62   

   MVC (Model-View-Controller),   72    

  N 

   named tuples in functions,   42 - 43   

   naming conventions, Unicode characters 

in,   6   

   nil value in optionals,   8 - 11   

   nodes in SceneKit projects,   187   

   non-inclusive range operator,   16   

   normal property,   189 - 190   

   NOT bitwise operator,   114 - 115   

   NSArrays  

  arrays versus,   30  

  converting arrays to,   28   

   numberOfSectionsInTableView() 

method,   216   

   numbers  

  converting types,   8 ,  12 - 14  

  typealiases,   14  

  types,   7  

  underscores in,   8    

  O 

   Objective-C files, importing,   196 - 197   

   obstacles (platform game example)  

  collision detection,   179 - 182  

  moving,   171  

  positioning,   169 - 171 ,  175 - 176  

  random number generation,   176  

  spawning,   178 - 179  

  tracking,   176 - 177   

   Octal type,   7   

   operator keyword,   122   

   operators  

  assignment operators,   122  

  binary operators,   122  

  bitwise operators  

  AND,   115 - 116  

  left shift and right shift,   118 - 119  

  NOT,   114 - 115  

  OR,   116 - 117  

  XOR,   117 - 118  

  creating,   122 - 123  

  customizing,   120 - 122  

  as functions,   93  

  infix operators,   123  

  postfix operators,   123  

  prefix operators,   123  

  ternary operators,   122  

  unary operators,   122   

   optional chaining  

  described,   147 - 148  

  multiple chaining,   148 - 149   

   optional requirements, protocols,   145 -     149   

   optionals  

  accessing dictionaries,   33  

  described,   8 - 10  

  implicitly unwrapping,   11 ,  147  

  testing dictionaries for values,   35 - 36   

  optionals  
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228228 OR bitwise operator

   OR bitwise operator,   116 - 117   

   or (||) operator,   20   

   overloading operators,   120 - 122   

   override keyword,   165    

  P 

   parameters (functions)  

  declaring functions,   40 - 41  

  default parameters,   44 - 45  

  external parameters,   43 - 44  

  in-out parameters,   46 - 47  

  shorthand in closures,   97  

  variadic parameters,   45 - 46  

  where clause,   159 - 162   

   parentheses ( ) in trailing closures, 

  106 - 107   

   permanent strong references,   100 - 101   

   Photoshop,   113   

   physics bodies,   180 - 181   

   pipe (|),   116 - 117   

   platform game example (SpriteKit),   163  

  creating project,   164 - 165  

  importing assets,   166  

  main game screen, creating,   168 - 169  

  obstacles  

  collision detection,   179 - 182  

  moving,   171  

  positioning,   169 - 171 ,  175 - 176  

  random number generation,   176  

  spawning,   178 - 179  

  tracking,   176 - 177  

  player  

  jumping,   174 - 175  

  moving,   173  

  positioning,   172 - 173  

  Start screen  

  custom colors,   167 - 168  

  handling taps,   168  

  play button,   166 - 167  

  view controller, loading scene view,   165   

   play button (platform game example)  

  creating,   166 - 167  

  handling taps,   168   

   player  

  platform game example (SpriteKit)  

  collision detection,   174 - 175  

  jumping,   174 - 175  

  moving,   173  

  positioning,   172 - 173  

  SceneKit  

  creating,   197 - 198  

  moving,   198 - 200   

   pointers,   65   

   positioning  

  obstacles (platform game example), 
  169 - 171 ,  175 - 176  

  player (platform game example), 
  172 - 173   

   postfix operators,   123   

   pound sign (#),   44   

   prefix operators,   123   

   prepopulating arrays,   32 - 33   

   Printable protocol,   134 ,  150 - 151   

   printing data,   11   

   println() function,   11 ,  143   

   private access modifier,   67   

   projects  .   See also  applications 

  SceneKit  

  bridging header files,   196  

  files in,   186 - 187  

  importing assets,   188 - 189  
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  importing Objective-C files, 
  196 - 197  

  material properties,   189 - 191  

  stage components,   187  

  UIKit, creating,   203  

  XCode  

  adding buttons and labels,   73 - 74  

  creating,   71 - 72  

  creating in SceneKit,   185 - 186  

  creating in SpriteKit,   164 - 165  

  importing assets,   72 - 73 ,  166   

   properties  

  described,   131 - 133  

  lazy variable,   134  

  material properties,   189 - 191   

   property access modifiers,   67   

   property observers, creating,   65 - 66   

   protocol keyword,   129   

   protocols  

  in collections,   139 - 140  

  Comparable,   134 ,  149 - 150  

  composition,   141 - 143  

  conforming to,   129 - 131 ,  143 - 145  

  creating,   129 - 131  

  DebugPrintable,   151  

  delegation,   136 - 138  

  described,   129  

  Equatable,   134 ,  149  

  generics for,   158 - 159  

  inheritance,   140 - 141  

  method requirements,   135 - 136  

  optional chaining  

  described,   147 - 148  

  multiple chaining,   148 - 149  

  optional requirements,   145 - 146 , 
 148 - 149  

  Printable,   134 ,  150 - 151  

  as types,   138 - 139   

   public access modifier,   67   

   push segue,   212    

  Q 

   question marks (?),   8 - 10 ,  122    

  R 

   random number generation,   176 ,  195   

   range operators,   16   

   raw values,   56 - 57   

   read-only stored properties,   133   

   reference types  

  classes as,   64  

  closures as,   98 - 99  

  value types versus,   65   

   reflective property,   191   

   removeAtIndex() function,   31   

   removeLast() function,   31   

   removeValueForKey method,   34   

   removing  

  array elements,   31 - 32  

  dictionary keys,   34   

   requirements, optional,   145 -     149   

   resources in view controller, UI elements 

as,   75 - 77   

   return values of functions  

  tuples as,   12 ,  42 - 43  

  types,   41 - 42  

  void as,   95   

   right shift (>>) bitwise operator,   118 - 119   

   rotating player (platform game 

example),   173    

rotating player (platform game example)
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  S 

   scene view, loading,   165   

   SceneKit  

  described,   183  

  player  

  creating,   197 - 198  

  moving,   198 - 200  

  projects  

  bridging header files,   196  

  creating,   185 - 186  

  files in,   186 - 187  

  importing assets,   188 - 189  

  importing Objective-C files, 
  196 - 197  

  material properties,   189 - 191  

  stage components,   187  

  view controller  

  adding blocks,   194 - 196  

  adding floor,   193 - 194  

  setting the scene,   191 - 193   

   SCNCamera,   187   

   SCNFloor,   193 - 194   

   SCNNode,   187   

   SCNView,   187   

   segue,   212   

   self keyword,   61 - 62 ,  68   

   semicolons (;),   6   

   set property  

  described,   131 - 133  

  protocols,   131  

  subscripts,   110   

   shifting bits,   118 - 119   

   side tiles (tic-tac-toe game example), 

finding,   89   

   signed types,   119   

   single-view applications,   204 - 209  

  adding constraints to,   209  

  adding views to,   209 - 213  

  loading data from URL,   217 - 218  

  loading table view,   213 - 217  

  view controller,   206 - 209   

   SKView class,   165   

   sort function  

  closure syntax,   95 - 96  

  custom class sorting,   97 - 98  

  type inference,   96   

   spawning obstacles (platform game 

example),   178 - 179   

   specular property,   189   

   speed, increasing,   179   

   splat operator,   159   

   SpriteKit,   163  

  importing assets,   166  

  main game screen, creating,   168 - 169  

  obstacles  

  collision detection,   179 - 182  

  moving,   171  

  positioning,   169 - 171 ,  175 - 176  

  random number generation,   176  

  spawning,   178 - 179  

  tracking,   176 - 177  

  player  

  jumping,   174 - 175  

  moving,   173  

  positioning,   172 - 173  

  projects, creating,   164 - 165  

  Start screen  

  custom colors,   167 - 168  

  handling taps,   168  

  play button,   166 - 167  

  view controller, loading scene view,   165   

   square brackets ([ ]),   28 ,  109   
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   stage components in SceneKit projects,   187   

   Start screen (platform game example)  

  custom colors,   167 - 168  

  play button  

  creating,   166 - 167  

  handling taps,   168   

   static methods,   67 - 68   

   static physics bodies,   181   

   stored properties,   131   

   storyboards  

  described,   203  

  in single-view applications,   204 - 205   

   strings, concatenating,   10   

   strong references  

  Automatic Reference Counting (ARC), 
  99 - 100  

  in closures,   104 - 106  

  permanent references,   100 - 101  

  unowned keyword,   102 - 104  

  weak keyword,   102   

   structs  

  classes and enums versus,   53  

  classes versus,   58 ,  64 - 65  

  copying,   60 - 61  

  described,   58 - 59  

  equatable,   121  

  initialization,   62 - 64  

  methods  

  defining,   59 - 60  

  instance methods,   66 - 67  

  mutating,   61 - 62  

  as value types,   60 - 61 ,  64   

   subclasses, inheritance,   68 - 70   

   subscript keyword,   110   

   subscripts  

  accessing  

  array elements,   30 ,  109 -   111  

  dictionaries,   111  

  multidimensional arrays,   111 - 113  

  creating,   110 - 113  

  described,   109  

  get and set properties,   110   

   super keyword,   69   

   superclasses, inheritance,   68 - 70   

   switch statements,   21 - 23 ,  55    

  T 

   table view, loading,   213 - 217   

   tableView() method,   215   

   ternary operators,   122   

   testing dictionaries for values,   35 - 36   

   textures, image-based,   184 - 185 ,  194   

   3D files, exporting,   185   

   3D game.     See  SceneKit  

   tic-tac-toe game example  

  AI (artificial intelligence)  

  defending position,   88 - 89  

  finding center tile,   88 - 89  

  finding corner/side tiles,   89  

  finding victory conditions,   83 - 85  

  finished game,   89 - 91  

  game rules,   78 - 79  

  implementing,   81 - 83  

  taking turns,   85 - 88  

  UI (user interface)  

  adding buttons and labels,   73 - 74  

  creating,   71 - 72  

  importing assets,   72 - 73  

  view controller  

  displaying player moves,   77 - 78  

  managing game state,   79 - 81  

  UI elements as resources,   75 - 77   

   tilde (~),   114 - 115   

tilde (~)
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   tracking obstacles (platform game 

example),   176 - 177   

   trailing closures,   106 - 107   

   transparent property,   191   

   tuples  

  described,   11 - 12  

  as function return values,   42 - 43  

  in switch statements,   22   

   2D game.     See  SpriteKit  

   type inference,   6 - 8  

  for arrays,   28  

  in closures,   96  

  converting between types,   12 - 14   

   type methods,   67 - 68   

   type safety,   7   

   typealiases,   14   

   types  

  associated types,   158  

  custom types with generics,   155 - 157  

  functions as,   47 - 48  

  generics in functions,   153 - 155  

  protocols as,   138 - 139  

  signed versus unsigned,   119    

  U 

   UI (user interface)  .   See also  UIKit 

  adding buttons and labels,   73 - 74  

  custom colors,   167 - 168  

  events,   77 - 78  

  importing assets,   72 - 73  

  main game screen, creating,   168 - 169  

  obstacles  

  collision detection,   179 - 182  

  moving,   171  

  positioning,   169 - 171 ,  175 - 176  

  random number generation,   176  

  spawning,   178 - 179  

  tracking,   176 - 177  

  play button  

  creating,   166 - 167  

  handling taps,   168  

  player  

  jumping,   174 - 175  

  moving,   173  

  positioning,   172 - 173  

  as view controller resources,   75 - 77  

  XCode projects, creating,   71 - 72   

   UIKit  

  described,   203  

  projects, creating,   203  

  single-view applications,   204 - 209  

  adding constraints to,   209  

  adding views to,   209 - 213  

  loading data from URL,   217 - 218  

  loading table view,   213 - 217  

  view controller,   206 - 209  

  storyboards,   203   

   UInt type,   7  

  converting types,   12 - 14  

  as unsigned,   119   

   UInt8 type,   114   

   UIView class,   204 - 206   

   unary operators,   122   

   underscores (_)  

  as external variables,   45  

  in loops,   16  

  in numbers,   8  

  in read-only stored properties,   133  

  in switch statements,   22   

   Unicode characters in naming 

conventions,   6   

   unowned keyword,   102 - 104   

   unsigned types,   119   
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   unwrapping optionals,   11 ,  147   

   updateValue method,   34   

   URLs, loading data,   217 - 218   

   user interface (UI).     See  UI (user interface)   

  V 

   value binding,   9 - 10 ,  35 - 36   

   value overflow/underflow,   119 - 120   

   value types  

  reference types versus,   65  

  structs as,   60 - 61 ,  64   

   var keyword,   5 ,  30   

   variables  

  concatenating strings,   10  

  declaring  

  as arrays,   27 - 28  

  on single line,   60  

  described,   5 - 6  

  optionals  

  described,   8 - 10  

  implicitly unwrapping,   11  

  printing,   11  

  stored properties,   131  

  tuples, described,   11 - 12  

  type inference,   6 - 8 ,  12 - 14  

  typealiases,   14   

   variadic parameters,   45 - 46 ,  159   

   victory conditions (tic-tac-toe game 

example), finding,   83 - 85   

   view controller  

  displaying player moves,   77 - 78  

  loading scene view,   165  

  managing game state,   79 - 81  

  in SceneKit projects,   186  

  adding blocks,   194 - 196  

  adding floor,   193 - 194  

  setting the scene,   191 - 193  

  in single-view applications,   206 - 209  

  UI elements as resources,   75 - 77   

   viewDidLoad method,   76 ,  165 ,  191 - 193   

   views.     See  single-view applications; 

view controller  

   void, as return value,   95    

  W 

   weak keyword,   102   

   where clause,   159 - 162   

   where keyword,   23   

   while loops,   18 - 19   

   willSet() function,   66    

  X - Z 

   XCode  

  arrays in,   29  

  dictionaries in,   35  

  projects  

  adding buttons and labels,   73 - 74  

  creating,   71 - 72  

  creating in SceneKit,   185 - 186  

  creating in SpriteKit,   164 - 165  

  importing assets,   72 - 73 ,  166   

   XOR bitwise operator,   117 - 118              

XOR bitwise operator
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